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Quickly introducing myself
● In the past, I have found myself 

needing basic usage metrics on my 
own OSS projects. 

● Today, I specifically work on OSS 
analytics as Founder & CEO of Scarf 
(https://scarf.sh)

● Most of the lessons in this talk are 
things I learned the hard way. 

● Co-Host of the Hacking Open Source 
Business Podcast

https://scarf.sh


Before we begin
● Please jump in with questions as we go!
● Nothing in this talk is legal advice. Talk to your legal team about your data 

collection policies.
● Analytics in OSS is a (decreasingly) divisive subject. This talk aims to raise an 

overview considerations for those who find themselves requiring some form of 
analytics, and wanting to do it as responsibly as possible. Keep an open mind!

● Quick audience poll



Why would we do this in the first place?



How does your business answer hard questions about your OSS community?

● Where in the world are our users & community located geographically?
● How do our users find us?
● What does version adoption actually look like?
● Which companies are using our OSS? Which ones could we upsell this quarter?



Your OSS community is 
your most important asset. 



Your community is more than you might think
Traditional community interacts with you directly:

● Project collaborators
● Chat & forum discussions
● Events



Many people are missed this way
● Most importantly, your users!

○ Most of your OSS users will never engage 
with you directly. 

● People reading your content, 
discussions, code without visibly 
engaging.



Surveys are not enough
● Most of your users will not fill one out.
● It’s hard to write a good survey. Bias creeps in everywhere.
● Stated preferences vs revealed preferences



Why is it hard to just track everything we might 
want to measure?



OSS users don’t want to be tracked
The general guidance for how to collect 
usage analytics in OSS: Don’t



But sometimes it’s fine?



Safety & Security



Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
“Any representation of information that permits the identity of an individual to whom 
the information applies to be reasonably inferred by either direct or indirect means.”

- NIST, https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/PII

Primary question to answer: Are you going to be handling PII?

https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/PII


Storage of PII
● Avoiding storage of PII helps you avoid a variety of complications

○ You can still get a lot of value without PII! Anonymize wherever you can. 
● The surface area matters. Minimize it! Don’t collect more than you need. 

○ Storing less PII is better.
○ Storing it only temporarily is better.

● Encrypt at rest and in transit. 
○ If you are tracking on, eg an IP address, salt your hashes



Compliance
● Abiding by GDPR is non trivial but it 

may be more achievable than you 
might think

○ You probably have a legitimate basis for 
collecting PII from OSS usage pertaining 
to your business (talk to your legal team)

○ If you use cookies, you need a cookie 
notice.

● Be thoughtful about 1st party vs 3rd 
party analytics.

○ Liability vs control tradeoffs. 
○ Ensure any sub processors make the 

guarantees you need.
○ Data processor vs data controller



Consent
● Just allowing opt out may not be enough, you may need multiple ways to opt out.

● Not every environment can easily add environment variables just to opt out.
● Not every environment can easily make modifications to their package 

manifest just to opt out. 
● Not every environment is being operated by a human.

● Opt-in analytics sidestep the issue but sacrifice most of the value. 



Ethics and Usage Data



The Common Question…
Is OSS usage data ethical to collect?



… Is No Longer a Practical Question
Much of this data is already being collected by 
someone (eg., artifact registries)

npm collects personally identifiable 
information every time you use it. 



The More Modern Questions
Given that OSS usage data is already being collected, in general:

● Who should have access to this data?
● How should this data be used?
● How should it be stored?
● What compliance implications will this have downstream?
● How is consent managed?



People’s expectations matter. A lot.
People are more tolerant of 
analytics that collect the data 
in a manner that matches 
their expectations. 
Expectation Fit of analytics 
modalities will affect 
community response, even 
when the data being collected 
is the same. 

Low expectation fit: 
postInstall hook from 
package

High expectation fit: 
first-party data collection 
by a platform / product.

Low expectation fit: 
Violating solidified 
project norms



Set your community’s expectations
● Suddenly adding lots of analytics into a project that previously didn’t have it can 

be problematic.
○ But not necessarily!

● Being clear about your project goals align your community and prevent surprises. 
● There’s nothing wrong with aiming to commercialize an OSS project! Be upfront, 

manage expectations and avoid bad surprises.
● Expectations are a moving target. 



Methods of data collection
● Server access logs. Your users are fetching your software from somewhere. 

○ Package downloads
○ Image / pixel downloads
○ High expectation fit

● Telemetry
○ Version checks / heartbeats
○ Event logging
○ Tracing
○ Variable expectation fit



Transparency is good but not enough
● Be clear in what you collect and and why you collect it.

○ Be clear on when you collect it, as this directly impacts your expectation fit.
● Align your business with your community. How does being informed on usage 

help your users?
● People don't want to be spammed, have their info sold, etc.
● Transparency does not ensure a positive response (eg, GitLab, Fedora).



Access
● Consider what data, if any, you are going to publish publicly. 
● Sharing your insights back with your community is a great way to build trust.



Wrapping Up
● OSS usage analytics can be done safely and ethically when done intention and 

care against many different considerations.
● Understand, manage, and fit into your users’ expectations. Analytics with high 

expectation fit will be met with significantly better reception than with lower 
expectation fit



Thank you!
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